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 Accidence	(§421
These remarks apply to what is called in the Germanic
languages the strong declension of adjectives.
The so-called weak declension of adjectives is a special
Germanic formation by means of the suffixes -en-, -on-,
which were originally used to form nomina agentis, and
attributive nouns, as Lat. edo (gen. edonis), glutton, OE.
slaga, slayer, wyrhta,  worker,   gen. slagan, wyrhtan;
Lat. adjectives catus, sly, cunning, rufus, red, red-haired,
silus, pug-nosed,  beside  the   proper  names   Cato  (gen.
Catonis), lit. the sly .one, Rufo, the red-haired man, Silo,
the pug-nosed man ; and similarly in OE. blaec, black, frod,
wise,  old,  halig,  holy,  beside  the proper names Blaca,
Froda, Halga.    In like manner Goth, blinds, OE. blind,
blind, beside Goth. OE. blinda, which originally meant,
the blind man; Goth, ahma sa weiha, lit. ghost the holy
one.    Such nouns came to be used attributively at an early
period, and then later as adjectives.    And already in prim.
Germanic this weak declension became the rule when the
adjective  followed  the  definite article, as Wulfmser se
geonga, Wulfnicer the Young, OHG. Ludowlgther snello,
Ludwig the Brave,  cp.   NHG.  Karl der   Grosse.     At
a later period, but still in prim. Germanic, the two kinds
of adjectives—strong and weak—became differentiated in
use.   When the one and when the other form was used in
OE. is a question of syntax.    There were adjectival n-
stems in the parent Indg. language, but they did not have
vocalic stems beside them as is the case in the Germanic
languages.,  eall,  all, genog, enough, manig, many,  and
o]>er, second, were always declined according to the strong
declension.    Nearly all other adjectives can be declined
according to either declension.
The strong form is used predicatively in the positive and
?su^ktive degrees;   and when the   adjective  is   used
attributively without any other defining word, as wses seo
femne geoug, the woman was young; ]>a menn sindon

